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1. INTR~DUOTI~N 
A local group is a partial multiplicative system with an associative 
law, an identity and the operation of inverses. It has made its first 
appearance in mathematics while endowed with a topological, in fact 
analytical structure, as a local Lie group. After the one-to-one corre- 
spondence between local Lie groups and finite dimensional Lie algebras 
was established, the question of embedding a local group in (or, enlarging 
to) a group became important, This question was solved by E. Cartan 
in the affirmative for locally Euclidean local Lie groups and by W. T. 
VAN EST and TH. J. KORTHAQEN [2] in the negative for locally Banach 
local Lie groups. Although topology enters essentially in these proofs, 
it is possible to separate the algebraic aspect; this was done by W. T. 
VAN EST [l] and P. A. SMITH [4]. But the idea of looking at the algebraic 
concept connected with a local group seemed to have occurred aheady to 
A. I. M~LCEV [3]. He also gave in [3] an, example of a local topological 
group which is not enlargeable. It seems that the only local groups which 
up to the present date were known to be non-enlargeable carried a 
topological or analytical structure, were infinite and fairly complicated. 
Certainly the topology is not relevant in posing the problem of enlarge- 
ability, neither in obtaining a variety of results concerning enlargeability 
as can be seen from the works of W. T. VAN EST and P. A. SMITE quoted 
above (see also [S]). 
Thus it is rather natural to search for a finite non-enlargeable local 
group. One such, containing 9 elements was constructed by the author 
some time ago, however all attempts at proving that there are no smaller 
ones failed due to the unmanageable number of individual cases which 
apparently had to be considered. Since only local groups with less than 
9 elements had to be investigated, an obvious approach was to write a 
computer programme which produces for every N-c9 all local groups 
with N elements. Among these would then perhaps be some non-enlargeable 
ones. The details of this project are described on the following pages. 
I would like to thank Ian Hughes for help in searching for groups 
containing given local groups. 
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2. DEFINITIONS 
A local group is a set V such that for certain pairs (2, y) E I’ x I’ there 
is defined the product xy E V and the following axioms hold. 
LGl There is an identity 1 E B such that xl and 1s are defined and 
equal to 2 for every x E V. 
LG2 For every x E V there is an x-1 E V such that xx-1 =x-ix = 1. 
LG3 If xy is defined, then so is y-%-i and y-lz-i= (zy)-1. 
LG4 If xy and yz are defined, then the products (zy)z, z(yz) are either 
both defined or both not defined, and equal when defined. 
Some parts of this definition are redundant; they are included for 
reasons of convenience. The obvious example of a local group is a sym- 
metric subset of a group G (i.e. such that V = V-l), containing the identity. 
(zy is said to be defined if xy E V). 
It is easily seen that any of the relationa 
(*I xy=z, zy-l=x, .&z=y, y-1&=2-1, yz-1=x-l, z-lx=y-1 
implies all the others. Two relations ab = c, dg = h will be called equivalent 
if they both appear in the same set of the form (*), i.e. (*) is an equivalence 
class. 
A local group V can be described by a multiplicaiim table, very much 
like that of a group, except that certain places in the table will have 
to remain blank. It is convenient to introduce an abstract element 0 and 
represent the multiplication table of a local group V as a matrix with 
the entry in the x-th line and y-th column being 0 whenever xy is not 
defined in V. 
A local group will be called enlargeable if there exists an injective mapping 
4 : V + G into a group G such that +(xy) = ~#+#(y) whenever xy is defined 
in V. This obviously amounts to the same as requiring that there exists 
a group H such that V C H and all the relations xy=z which hold in V 
for X, y, z E V also hold in H. (There may be relations xy=z for x, y, z E V 
which hold in H but not in V; cf. the notion of a saturated local group 
defined below). 
By a relation in V we shall mean henceforth any equality ab = c which 
holds in V. Let us say that an equivalence class (*) is trivial if one of the 
elements x, y, z equals 1. A set of o!eJining relations, for V is any set of 
representatives of the non-trivial equivalence classes (precisely one repre- 
sentative from each equivalence class). Thus for instance the local group 
with the multiplication table : 
a 
b 
C 
c-1 
d 
d-1 
has ac=d, bc= d !-I, cc=19 for a set of defining relations. (These, together 
with the function in v: V + V which assigns to every x its inverse x-r, 
define the local group completely). 
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a b C c-1 d d-1 
1 0 d 0 C 0 
0 1 d-l 0 0 C 
0 0 c-1 1 b a 
d-1 d 1 I: 0 0 
0 c-1 0 a 0 1 
c-l 0 0 b 1 0 
A local group will be called a skeleton if xy=z holds only in the case 
when at least one of the elements x, y, z is 1. We define a relation of 
partial order < on any set of local groups by setting VG W iff 
1) V and W have the same elements, 
2) whenever xy =z holds in V, then xy=z holds in W. 
The skeletons are obviously the minimal elements for the relation Q . 
For every local group V there exists precisely one skeleton W such that 
W Q V, this will be called the skeleton of V. The maximal elements for 
the partial order < will be called saturated local groups. In order words, 
V is saturated if there is no local group W other than V which has the 
same elements as V and is such that all relations xy=z which hold in V 
also hold in W. It is not possible to replace some of the O-entries in the 
multiplication table of a saturated local group by non-zero entries and 
obtain a multiplication table of a local group. 
A local group V will be called decomposable if V - (11 decomposes into 
a disjoint union of two non-empty subsets V - {l)= 8’ u V” such that 
v’ u (1) and V” u {l} are closed under the multiplication in V (i.e. 
V’ u (1) and V” u {l} are local groups under the multiplication induced 
from V), and moreover no product x9, where x E V’, y E V” or x E V”, 
y E V’ is defined. It is evident that if the local groups V’ u (1) and 
V” u (1) are enlargeable, then so is V. 
Given two local groups V, W we shall call W a successor of V if W 
is a minimal element of the set of local groups U satisfying V < U. This 
is the case if and only if V c W and there are x, y E V such that 
(i) xy is not defined in V, 
(ii) xy is defined in W, 
(iii) if xy is defined in a local group U satisfying V < U, then W < U. 
A local group V has no successors iff it is saturated. Otherwise, sets 
of defining relations for its successors can be obtained by adding just 
one relation to a set of defining relations of 8. It is clear that every 
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finite local group appears as one of the terms in a sequence 
WI-J< WI<...< w*< w*+,<...< wn, 
where WO is a skeleton, W, is saturated and W~+I is a successor of Wj 
for j=O, 1, . . . . n- 1. This fact is basic to the construction of the pro- 
gramme described below. 
3. SMALL LOCAL GROUPS 
Let us first investigate all local groups with at most 4 elements. 
If 1 VI = 1 or 2, then I’ is evidently a group. If 1 VI =3, let I’= (1, cc, b). 
Up to isomorphism, we can distinguish the following possibilities 
(i) a=&‘, 
(ii) a=a-1 and b=b-1. 
If (i) holds, then V is again enlargeable to a group. If (ii), then the 
product ab does not exist ; its existence would imply a = 1 or b = 1. So 
the only products which are defined are those by 1, whence V is enlargeable. 
If 1 VI = 4, put V = (1, a, b, c>. The following possibilities exhaust all 
cases, up to isomorphism 
(j) a=~-1, b=b-1, and c=c-1, 
(jj) a-i=b and c=c-1. 
If (j) holds, then either V is a skeleton (hence enlargeable) or some 
product in V is defined. Renaming the elements, if necessary, we may 
assume that ab =c. But the equivalence class of this relation contains 
all the non-trivial products in V, whence V is again a group, namely 
the product of two copies of the cyclic group of order 2. 
If (jj) holds and V is non-enlargeable then V cannot be decomposable 
and since V = (1, a, a-l, c}, we may assume that ac or ca is defined 
(renaming the elements if need be), whence necessarily UC = u-1 or ca = a-1. 
But the equivalence class defined by any of these relations contains all 
the remaining non-trivial products, so that V is again a group. 
We have shown that all local groups with at most 4 elements are 
enlargeable. 
4. LOCAL GROUPS WITH 5 ELEMENTS 
The case-by-case analysis used above becomes more tedious if 1 VI = 5, 
though it still can be done. The computer programme which was used 
to deal with the cases / V’) = 6, 7 (described below) was also applied when 
/ VI = 5, yielding the same result as that obtained without the use of a 
machine. Here is the outline of this programme. 
Suppose V = (1, a, b, c, d}. We wish to construct all local groups with 
underlying set V and decide about each of them whether it is enlargeable 
or not. But since we already know that all local groups with less than 
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5 elements are enlargeable, a B-element local group can be non-enlargeable 
only if it is nondecomposable. The number of such local groups might 
still be fairly large, however if one with those properties exists, then there 
is also one which is saturated. Therefore it will suffice to have a computer 
programme producing the list of all saturated non-decomposable local 
groups with the underlying set (1, a, b, c, d). Naturally, isomorphic copies 
should not reappear in such a list. One would hope then that this list 
would be sufficiently small to allow to decide, by “ad hoc” methods, 
for every local group so obtained, whether it is enlargeable. The remainder 
of this section is devoted to a more detailed description of this programme. 
Up to isomorphism, we have the following three possibilities for the 
skeleton of ‘v 
a) V= (1, a, a-l, b, b-l}, 
,9) V={l, a, a-l, b, c} and b=b-1, c=c-1, 
y) V= (1, a, b, C, d} and a-=&, b = b-l, C=C-1, d =&I. 
In other words, up to isomorphism, there are precisely three B-element 
skeletons. Suppose for instance we wish to construct the local groups 
with a given skeleton. 
Define, by induction on n= 1, 2, 3, . . . sequences of local groups 
p gcz, 
CR) (n), . . . . Vly as follows. Let ki = 1 and let V$ be the given skeleton. 
Suppose V$ . . . , V$J is defined. Construct all the successors of each of 
the local groups V& j= 1, . . ., k, oonsecutively, first the successors of 
I$‘,, then those of Vii;, etc. Store these successors *) in a sequence, 
taking care that whenever any of these is constructed, a verification must 
be made that it is not isomorphic to any of the successors already obtained, 
and if it is not, then it joins the sequence. This defines V::),,, . . . V@m+l). b&+1) 
It is clear that the (n+ l)st sequence is identical with the nth if and only 
if all VI:!, . . ., V{f$) are saturated. Moreover in this way we obtain all 
saturated local groups with a given skeleton. It is easy to “weed” the 
resulting sequence so that only indecomposable local groups will remain. 
The above procedure was applied to each of the three &element skeletons 
also to all the skeletons with 6 and 7 elements. The findings are given 
in the next section. 
5. MACHINE RESULTS 
For every skeleton with 5, 6 or 7 elements we list all the non-decom- 
posable saturated local groups with that skeleton (groups excepting). The 
skeleton is described by indicating the inverse of each of its elements 
and each local group is described by a set of detining relations. It is also 
indicated whether the local group is abelian or not (although this follows 
from its defining relations). 
*) If a local group haa no m~~essors, then it is that local group which is stored. 
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6 ELEMENTS 
V={l, a, b, c, c-l}, a-l=a, b-‘=b. 
1) ab=c, cz==c-1 (non-abelian) 
2) uc=c-1 (abelian) 
V={l, a, a-1, b, b-1). 
1) &=a-1, ab=b-1 (abelian) 
6 ELEMENTS 
V={l,a, b,c,d, e}, a-‘=a, b-1=6, c-l==c, d-l=d, e-l=e. 
1) ab=c, ad=e (abelian) 
V={l, a, a-‘, b, b-1, c), c-l=c. 
1) &=a-1, ab=c, b2=b-1 (non-abelian) 
2) aa=b, bz=c (abelian) 
3) &=c, bs=c (ebelim) 
V=={l,a, a-‘, b, c, d}, b-‘=b, c-l=c, d-1-d. 
1) &=b, ac=d (non-abelian) 
2) &=b, bc-d (abelian) 
7 ELEMENTS 
v={l, a, b, c,d, g, h}, &=a, b-‘=b, c-l=c, d-‘=d, g-l=g, h-‘=h. 
1) ab=c, ad=g, bd=h, cg=h (abelian) 
VI={~,,, b, c, d, g, g-l}, a-‘=a, b-‘=b, G-l=c, d-‘=d. 
1) &=c, ad=g, bd=g-1, cg=g-1 (non-abelim) 
2) ab=c, ad=g, gz=g-1 (non-abelian) 
3) ab=g, ac=g-1, bd=g, ctkg-1 (non-abelian) 
4) ub=g, cd=g, gz=g-1 (non-abelian) 
V=(l, a, 6, c, c-l, d, d-l}, a-‘=a, b-‘=b. 
1) ab=c, m!=d-1, c~=c-1 (non-abelian) 
2) ub=c, c~=c-1, cd=d-1 (non-abelian) 
3) ub=c, @=d, cd=d-1 (non-abelian) 
4) ab=c, @=d, dz=d-1 (non-abelian) 
5) m=c-1, m&d-l, bc=d, bc-l=d-1 (abelian) 
6) uc=c-1, bc=d, d2=d-1 (non-abelian) 
7) ac=d, ac-l=d-1, bc=d-1, bc-l=d (abelian) 
*S) ac=d, bc=d-1, @=c-1 (non-abelian) 
9) ac=d, bc-l=d-1, c2=c-1, da=d-1 (non-abelian) 
V={l, a, a-1, b, b-1, c, c-l). 
1) a2=a-1, ab=b-1, ac=c-1 (abelian) 
2) aZ=a-1, ab=b-1, bc=c-1 (abelian) 
3) &=a-‘, ab=c, ab-l=c-1 (non-abelian) 
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4) a2=a-1, ab=o, ac-l=b-1, b*=b-1, c~=c-1 (abelian) 
5) a2=a-1, ab=o, ac-l=b-1, b2=c-1 (abelitxn) 
6) a2=b, ab=b-1, ac=c-1 (abelian) 
7) a2=b, ab=c, m-l=b-1, bc=c-1 (abelian) 
8) a2=b, ac=c-1, b2=c (abelian) 
9) ab=c, ab-l=c-1, ac=b-1, ac-l=b (non-abelian) 
6. NON-ENLARGEABLE LOCAL GROUPS 
To prove that a local group V with a given skeleton and a given set 
of defining relations is enlargeable it is sufficient to find a group G such 
that VC G and 
(i) if 2, y E V and y=x-1 in I’, then y=x-1 in G. 
(ii) the defining relations of I’ are true in G. 
Thus for instance for the first 7-element local group in the above list, 
one has to find a group G containing 6 elements a, b, c, d, g, h which satisfy 
&,b2,@,&J,g2=h2=1, ab=c, ad=g, bd=h, cg=h. 
Such a group G exists: Let AI, AZ, As be cyclic groups of order 2 and 
denote their generators by d, g, h respectively, then take G = AI x A2 x As, 
defining a =dg, b =dh and c=gh. 
For some of the local groups displayed in $ 5 the construction of 
corresponding group G was not as simple as in the example just given. 
Nevertheless the methods used were elementary (semi-direct products or 
free products with amalgamation in some oases) and neither sufficiently 
difficult nor ingeneous to be worth recording. One exception was the 
local group marked above with an *, whose identities are 
(**) a2=@= 1, ac=d, bc=&l, &=c-l, 
and whose multiplication table is given in 9 2 of this paper. This local 
group is non-enlargeable due to the following 
THEOREM. If the relations (**) hold in a group, then a= b. 
PROOF. Suppose the relations hold in a group. Then 
ac=d=c-lb-l=$b a a=@&-1 +. a2=$b&$= 1 + bcb=c-4= 
= c-1 x+ bc-lb = c-2 +a be-lb-1 = c-2. 
Thus 
a = &-I= (@b)C-1 = @(bC-lb-l)b = &++b = b. 
CONCLUSION. All local groups with less than 7 elements are enlargeable 
and there is precisely one saturated local group with 7 elements which 
is non-enlargeable. 
Let us note that we arrived at this conclusion by “trusting” the infalli- 
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bility of the computer and assuming the correctness of the programme: 
The conclusion is not yet a theorem. 
This paper would not be complete without mentioning the other non- 
enlargeable finite local group known to the author. It has 9 elements 
and its multiplication table is 
I a a2 a2a2 a(aza2) (azaz)a a-l a-2 
a-2a-2 
a 
a2 
a2a2 
a(a2a2) 
(a2ar)a 
a-1 
a-2 
a-2a-2 
a2 0 
&zaz)a a2a2 0 
u-2a-z 0 
0 0 
1 a 
a-1 1 
0 a-2 
a(asa2) 0 a-2a-2 
0 0 0 
0 a-l 0 
0 1 0 
a-l 0 1 
0 a2a2 0 
a2 0 0 
1 0 a 
1 a-l 
a 1 
0 a2 
0 0 
a202 0 
a-2 0 
0 a-2a-2 
a(a2a2) 0 
0 
a-2 
1 
a 
0 
(a2a2)a 
0 
0 
Underlying its construction was the idea of obtaining a local group 
containing an element cd such that the products a(&&) and (&a’+ are 
defined, moreover 
a(uW) = (a-‘G-2)u-1, (c&w)u = u-l(u-2u-2), u(aW) # (u‘w)u, 
and the only remaining products which are defined are those which must 
hold due to the above requirements and the axioms of a local group. 
Ontario Boats 
Postbua 476, Alkmaar 
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